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Speak logically, 

logic to write



「Logical」skill has been lacking in our generation.

Nowadays, all jobs are getting complicated.

To be able to tell complicated information, we must have logical skill.

When reporting or explaining a work, logical skill is essential.

What helps to configure logically?

Let’s break down and illustrate complicated

information and not only with sentences.

※By illustrating, it will be easier to understand the things.

This policy should be adapt…

because・・・
in past・・・
The situation is by assuming・・・
We are expecting a result・・・



What logic is represented by this figure

（Question）

Let’s enumerate by bullets

①We need A,B,C,D to implement Z

②First, let’s do the A

③・・・

④・・・
Think of others…

⑤・・・

⑥・・・

Preparation needed to implement Z

Ａ

Ｂ

Ｄ

Ｃ

Z



What logic is represented by this figure

（Answer）

If we are going to write until③to⑦…

①We need A,B,C,D to implement Z

②First, let’s do the A

③Then next are B, and C

④You can do B,C at the same time

⑤After B and C, the next is D

⑥After completing D, Z will be achieved

Preparation needed to implement Z

Ａ

Ｂ

Ｄ

Ｃ

Z



An illustration can display complicated logic 
in an easy way

To implement Z, we need to do

A,B,C,D. First, let’s do the A. 

Then Do the B and C. You can 

do B & C at the same time. After 

that, do the D. After completing the D,

you can now achieve the Z

Ａ

Ｂ

Ｄ

Ｃ

Z The contents of

This…

The result after

Writing it in a

paragraph

Preparation needed to implement Z



Writing logic in sentences tends to be abbreviated

To write a logical paragraph, long sentences are needed. That’s why 

long ones are abbreviated at times.

To implement Z, we need to do

A,B,C,D. First, let’s do the A. Then 

Do the B and C. You can do B & C 

at the same time. After that, do the D.

After completing the D, you can now

achieve the Z

To implement Z, we must do 
A,B,C,D

If we will write

this, it will be

too long

We tend to

abbreviate it



Mistakes will occur

If we will shorten the sentences (abbreviate),the readers will

understand it in a different way.

To implement Z, we must do

A,B,C,D

・B & C can be executed independently

・After B, it’ll C

・B & C must be done at the same time

Abrreviated

Mistakes that 

can occur 

Depending 

to the 

understanding 

of the reader

Ａ

Ｂ

Ｄ

Ｃ

Z

Ａ Ｂ ＤＣ Z

Ａ
Ｂ

Ｄ
Ｃ

Z



Long paragraphs tend to be skipped by the readers.

Long paragraphs are most likely to be skipped.

To implement Z, we need to do

A,B,C,D. First, let’s do the A. Then 

Do the B and C. You can do B & C

at the same time. After that, do 

the D. After completing the D, 

you can now achieve the Z

Paragraphs are not logical

After all、paragraphs are not considered to be logical. Let’s practice

illustration for a better understanding and logic.

Long paragraphs

that aren’t

abbreviated

The burden for the reader is 
heavy, and the Paragraph tends 

to be skipped



Illustration logic means illustration

that shows logic

There are different kinds of [logic].

Our theme for this lesson is illustration logic.

Illustration is not that easy

There are many people that says they are better at writing

paragraphs than illustrating.

Illustration 

logic

Represents logic. It uses

boxes, arrows and charts.

Image visual

Information 

Graphics

Represents picture memory.

It uses pictures or illustrates.

Graph that represents amount 
Or Quantity. It is also called
Data Visualization.



There are tips to help illustrate logically

Try to practice these things for you to be able to illustrate easier.

✓GPS

✓Category and Summary

✓Fixed Pattern

Specifically in a sequel


